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[editorial]

Ivan Parati

Editorial Director Compasses Plus

The issue you are holding in your hand is a special
edition, an excerpt from of our complete Compasses
number 28 and has been composed ad hoc for the
second Dubai Index Exhibition in 2018. The trade fair
theme this season “East meet West”, is evocative
of a Silk Road Journey channeling exotic goods
from the extreme end of the globe, in a blend of
colorful patterns and materials, typical of a collection
built by nomadic exchanges at remote crossroads.
Caravan’s trade routes have always been a great
opportunities for Eastern and Western merchant, not
only to barter physical products but also to confront
and exchange experiences, stories, cultures. Venice
was at that time one edge of this long trip and you
could still read on each stone the magnificent blend
generated by the encounter of diverse tastes and
sensibilities. Today Venice might have lost its trade
supremacy over the Mediterranean coasts but still
uphold itself as worldwide leading institution for
prominent Architectural practices and researchers
with the International Architecture Exhibition of
the Venice Biennale, this year at its 16th edition.
Inaugurated on May 26, 2018, this time more than
ever is regarded as particularly important for Middle
Eastern, North African and South Asian (MENASA)
presence. Year by year we are witnessing a paradigm
shift from Western to Eastern countries, looking at
that with disenchantment, eventually overcoming
the stereotype of exotic singularity rather than a
legitimate alternative point of view on architecture
and design. In this context, the shift is becoming
awareness that free ethics from aesthetics, rendering
a vibrant and optimistic dialogue beyond cultural
boundaries. For these reasons in this issue you are
about to read about the pavilions of United Arab
Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Egypt, Lebanon,
and Pakistan, half of which are first time participation.
For further inquiry, I am inviting the reader to get hold
of the full copy of Compasses number 28, curated
by the Director Andrea Pane, where you can find
further essays and review about the 16th biennale
and other pavilions. Thanks to the dedication of the
Director himself, the editorial staff and the external
contributors, without whom this special issue would
not have been possible.
Going through the Manifesto by Yvonne Farrell
and Shelley McNamara, the curators of the current
Biennale, addressing guidelines and objectives for
international participation to the event, you might not
think about architectural and urban spaces as we

Trades Routes
Beyond Cultural Boundaries
conceive them in the MENASA region.
“FREESPACE can be a space for opportunity, a
democratic space, un-programmed and free for
uses not yet conceived. There is an exchange
between people and buildings that happens, even if
not intended or designed, so buildings themselves
find ways of sharing and engaging with people over
time, long after the architect has left the scene.
Architecture has an active as well as a passive life.”
The freespace that characterize built environment
in the Middle East and its surrounding relatives is
usually regarded as something else, something that
starts beyond a secretive blind wall and stretches
in between other barriers clustering compounds
and cities as fortresses of impenetrable privacy.
Developments blossom as individual peaceful oasis
with little or no attention to what is happening beyond
their borders. Tribal traditions and religious modest
attitudes always encouraged introversive schemes of
settlements, in fact, town squares and public spaces
were not part of this model where the enlarged family
of the clan fulfill within the inner courtyard the social
needs for micro-filtered interactions. The leftover
empty spaces in between could be regarded as the
“non-lieu”, the not-spaces hypothesized by Marc
Augé to refer to anthropological spaces of transience
where the human beings identity is neglected and
that do not hold enough significance to be regarded
as “places”.
Oddly enough, the selected pavilions take a revenge
on the above stereotypes proposing an interpretation
of free spaces that is unexpectedly familiar because
of its subtle poetic. An interpretation that is left to the
individual experience, evoking through a humanized
scale a dimension of community in a constant seek
for a balance “between the physicality of architecture
and places, and the dynamic choreography of
everyday life”.
The United Arab Emirates pavilion, this year at its
third presence follows previous intents neglecting
the oil-inflated architectural marvels’s ascendant
parabola while focusing on neighborhoods still
existing because of the sudden contingency of a
financial crisis that halted bulldozers a moment before
these places were lost forever. Saudi Arabia pavilion,
at its first appearance within the Arsenale’s cloisters,
pose its attention on the experience, a virtual liaison
with the audience that promise to recreate moods
and nuances far from the reach of an average visitor.
Bahrain, confirming its long lasting legacy at its fifth

participation, reconsidering the religious practice in its
essential traits of sounds and rituals able to replace
in their significance the physical constraints of a built
environment. Egypt is used to Venice Architecture
Biennale celebrating its sixth uninterrupted presence
and exposing the opportunity and necessity of a
“redevelopment of spontaneous commercial spaces
across the entire country”. Lebanon first time trace
the relation among the natural and built environment
highlighting the role of the landscape in the identity
of a communities. Pakistan, at its subtle debut
investigates on the importance of its informal settings
that “despite confined physical conditions, […] remain
full of life and vitality”.
Within the exhibition declination of emptiness across
the globe, in an attempt to find viable solutions that
could reinstate dignity and comfort to this habitat
and its inhabitants, strong is the feeling that rather
than an architectural survey we are confronting
with an anthropological reconnaissance at times,
a geographical exploration at others. Architecture,
the “alpha” of the arts, is generously left aside of
the discussion or otherwise totally absorbed by a
multidisciplinary dissection of the reality that is the
true essence of the practice.
All that remain is welcoming the humble and
genuine approach that moved the intention of the
curators beyond spectacular installations. The
theme gave chance to hold the visitor attention
high on the content, highlighting similarities rather
than differences. Coming back from this Venice
experience there is a sense of purification from the
disorders and afflictions of contemporary society, a
sense of equality end empathy that makes humans
better inside, closer to each other, beyond cultural
boundaries. Wandering if this is the real scope of
architecture nowadays, most probably yes, it is.

[focus]
Venice Biennale 2018

Massimo Imparato

Lifescapes beyond bigness
The National Pavilion of UAE

“Lifescapes beyond bigness”, the National Pavilion
of the UAE at the 16th Architectural Exhibition – La
Biennale di Venezia – commissioned by the Salama
bint Hamdan Al Nahyan Foundation and curated
by Khaled Alawadi – further develops a thread that
was initiated at the UAE’s debut in 2014 when the
exhibition “Lest we Forget, Structures of Memory
in the UAE” curated by Michele Bambling started
investigating the history of UAE by looking at it
through the lens of its architectural achievements,
and by questioning on «how public and residential
architecture, built within a rapidly expanding urban
context, shaped the newly established federation and
prepared the foundation for its emergence on a global
stage». A promising start that allowed to showcase
the first systematic study and documentation of
a number of buildings and public works that had
marked the shift of the Emirates from a conservative
society to a modern confederation that required
infrastructures and buildings to provide the physical
and symbolic setting where the new born nation
could thrive and self represent. The implications of
that shift on the transformation of the environment
were huge, as much as the impact on lifestyles due
to emerging education, healthcare and mobility
systems, new residential typologies and commercial
buildings.
The narrative of a Nation moving towards modernity
was then continued by the 2016 National Pavilion
exhibition “Transformations: The Emirati National
House” curated by Yasser Elsheshtawy, who
focused on another keystone of that transition.
For a predominantly nomadic population, the
sha‘bı (popular) house marked the unprecedented
chance to settle down in a publicly funded single
homes environment, designed as clusters of rooms
surrounded by a courtyard, a scheme allowing
incremental additions to the initial built-up area in
order to adapt the homes to the changing needs of
the family over the years.
The 2014 and 2016 edition were also a reflection
of broader initiatives for the documentation and
conservation of Modern Architecture carried on
by institutional bodies in Abu Dhabi, Dubai and
Sharjah, anticipated and then followed by the
publication of papers in academic journals by local

Khaled Alawadi
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Work
UAE Pavilion
at the Venice Architecture Biennale 2018
Client
Commissioner:
Salama bint Hamdan Al Nahyan Foundation
Location
Venice, Italy
Project Year
2018
Architecture and Design
Curator: Khaled Alawadi
Image credits
Francesco Galli
Courtesy of National Pavilion UAE

and international scholars, all in all contributing to
the recognition of the legacy of the architectural
achievements of the period between the 1950s and
the 1980s, and to foster the narrative of the seamless
continuity that linked the pre and the post oil phases
of modern Emirates history.
The Conference organized by UAEMODERN.ORG
in partnership with the Dubai Design Week in 2017,
focused on the architectural achievements of that
period, bringing together for the first time institutional
bodies and stakeholders from the Emirates and
international experts to debate on the legacy of UAE
modern architecture.
“Lifescapes beyond bigness” builds new steps of this
pathway both by scaling the observation up to the
urban fabric and the territory, and by emphasizing
on the role of human scale and the relationship
«between the physicality of architecture and places,
and the dynamic choreography of everyday life».
The pavilion is both a scientific study of urban

© Francesco Galli

© Francesco Galli

Courtesy of National Pavilion UAE

structures and natural landscapes, and a poetic tale
of the daily rituals, that are made possible by the
existence of «neighborhoods, urban blocks, streets
and alleyways, squares and public spaces, mountains
and agrarian settings» that are being threatened
under the action of large urban replacements.
The exhibition is the outcome of researches made
by the curator as a scholar, an architect, and in
his capacity of Assistant Professor of Sustainable
Urbanism at the Masdar Institute in Abu Dhabi, part
of Khalifah University of Science and Technology.
Researches are based upon surveys, mapping, on
site observations, photo reportage and interviews.
The exhibition focuses on the emirates of Abu Dhabi
and Dubai. Three districts have been chosen for a
comparative study of urban morphologies: Al Satwa
and Al Shorta in Dubai, Baniyas in Abu Dhabi, all
of which emerged in between the 1970s and the
1980s. Although very different from each other in their
structures, plot sizes and architectural typologies,
they seem to share key generative principles that
may explain the successful “lifescapes” that they
have contributed to form. All districts have a limited
accessibility from the main road network, and
the internal roads are not crossroads. Their lower
degree in hierarchy is shown both in the size and
in the treatment of the surfaces: in Al Shorta and
in most part of Al Satwa they are not even paved.
This condition has left unclaimed many spaces
between the roads and buildings, and the interstitial
spaces in-between the buildings. These are claimed
harmoniously either by the spontaneous growing
of plants and trees, or by informal uses by their
inhabitants. The nature of the spaces that the
researches unveil cannot be assessed with the
metrics that we use to evaluate the landscaped
outdoor areas of residential environments that are
currently developed in the UAE, where there is a rigid
separation between “public” and “private” domains.
The hybrid nature of the spaces that are narrated
in the photographic reportage tells stories of social
relationships, informal gathering, gardening, palm
dates and bee honey harvesting, children’s play,
and demonstrates the irreplaceable value of being
connected with the land. In the districts that are
primarily residential the rituals of everyday life are
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mostly related to the families and the interaction
that occurs in four relational spheres: the couples,
males, females and children. In the interviews we
feel immersed in the flow of time; the lives of people
and the time that they have spent in the UAE – for
some it is more than 50 years – are photo-frames
of a recent, however old, country history. The bigger
and more complex setting of Al Satwa, due to the
presence of mixed-use corridors, reveals other layers
of interaction, embracing all forms of crafting and
trading; not only inside the shops, but also and more
interestingly along the sikkas, the doorways, the
walkways and the leftover spaces that are claimed for
informal and temporary use.
In Alawadi’s Pavilion the network of the sikkas of
Abu Dhabi and Dubai become the target of an in
depth study that investigates their consistency, their
materials, functions, accessibility and sectional
features, and shows a profound awareness of the
role played by their spaces in responding to the
challenges of the local climate and the constraints
of culture. Sikkas intertwine the urban fabric and
act as place makers for sociality, trading, play, rest,
gardening, pray.
The exploration of resilient lifescapes extends to
stories that are blended with some amazing places of
the UAE, almost unknown to the mainstream of those
who visit the country for tourism, such as the Oasis
and the mountains.
These are places where people who were born far
away seem to possibly reconcile their present with
the memories of their home countries. When future is
too hard and unpredictable to be tackled, the nature,
quality shelters and human spaces become powerful
healing tools.
The exhibition unfolds in a narrative that intertwines
people’s stories and their daily rituals with the urban
and natural spaces where they are performed. The
two opposite exposed brick walls of the Arsenale
are background to the showcase of photos, posters
and maps, while the central part of the exhibition is
occupied by a floating structure supporting physical
models of urban blocks and natural landmarks at
different scales.
When I enter the pavilion Mr. Alawadi, although busy
for an interview, greets me gently and liaise me with
an assistant, a young Emirati lady, who guides me
through the installation, providing an accurate and
informative visit, which enriches my understanding
of the country, and revamps my commitment to
contribute to the spreading of the amazing efforts that
the UAE are doing for projecting their past into the
future.
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Daria Verde

The duality of in-between spaces
The National Pavilion of Saudi Arabia
Jawaher Al-Sudairy, Sumaya Al-Solaiman Abdulrahman Gazzaz, Turki Gazzaz
Work
Saudi Arabian Pavilion at the Venice Architecture Biennale 2018
Client
Commissioner: Misk Art Institute
Location
Venice, Italy
Project Year
2018
Architecture and Design
Curators: Jawaher Al-Sudairy, Sumaya Al-Solaiman
Architects: Abdulrahman Gazzaz, Turki Gazzaz
Additional Functions
Organizers: Nojoud Alsudairi, Valeria Mariani
Commissioning Team: Dr. Ahmed Mater, Stephen Stapleton, Elena Scarpa
Production and Graphic Design: Squint/Opera, WeExhibit
Editorial Partner: ART-ICULATE.org
Image credits
Francesco Galli
Courtesy of National Pavilion Saudi Arabia

It is at this year’s International Architecture Exhibition
at Venice Biennale that Saudi Arabia makes its first
appearance – alongside 64 other participating nations
– with its debut national pavilion located within the
Venetian Arsenal, the most outstanding building in the
Exhibition. For this prominent international event the
Saudi Pavilion, titled “Spaces in Between”, has been
commissioned by the Misk Art Institute, a cultural
foundation dedicated to identifying and empowering
Saudi creative talents as part of Saudi Vision 2030,
which is the official plan to diversify the Kingdom’s
economy and develop its public sectors.
As Ahmed Mater – the Institute Executive Director
– declares, the participation in the 16th International
Architecture Exhibition «is an unprecedented moment
for Saudi Arabia’s creative community. It is an
opportunity to bring pioneering Saudi thought to an
international platform through our creative vernacular.
Coupled with the allocation of an incredible pavilion
space, we are very excited about our presentation
this year at the Architecture Biennale but also, looking
forward to future years and presentations and what they
will draw upon from our own community».
Saudi first-ever representative architects, the brothers
Abdulrahman and Turki Gazzaz (founders of Bricklab),
were selected through a competition that saw over
70 entries and was supervised by a panel of judges
as well as the two pavilion curators, Dr. Sumayah Al-
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Solaiman and Ms. Jawaher Al Sudairy. Born and raised
in Jeddah, they represent Saudi younger generation of
architects, devoted to the investigation of how design
can influence or be influenced by the chaotic nature of
the city, with their hometown always in the background
of their architectural research. Exploring the social
implications of architecture, the two architects used
this opportunity «to examine the relationship between
space and architecture – hoping to engage visitors in
the potential of creating interaction through redesign»,
as anticipated by curator Jawaher Al Sudairy. Their
response to “Freespace” – the theme of this year’s
Biennale set by curators Yvonne Farrell and Shelley
McNamara – reveals an attention to the topic of Saudi
Arabian recent metropolitan growth towards the desert.
The architects’ research starts from the analysis of
the Kingdom territory, where the rapid urbanization,
occurred over the past four decades, promoted the
emergence of new settlements, leaving over 40 percent
of the urban territory unused. This has caused a
sense of fragmentation between the neighborhoods,
or better yet the residential enclaves, connected only
by highways and thus strictly dependent on cars as
predominant mode of transport. Therefore the project
explores the role of design in imagining new possibilities
for the utilization of these residual spaces, in order to
shape social life and increase human interaction. As the
architects themselves state: «Architecture is a powerful

Courtesy of National Pavilion Saudi Arabia

© Francesco Galli
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tool that can both bring people together as well as
isolate them. During this period of change we find that
the spaces in between are a source of inspiration and
exploration.
They are an opportunity that we would like to highlight.
Spaces of rediscovering what it means to be part of
society in Saudi Arabia. They are spaces of conviviality,
spontaneous gatherings, empowerment and joy. They
are where everyday life happens or could happen in the
future». The pavilion itself emulates the shape of Saudi
cities, being structured in a core and a periphery: a
suggestive ensemble of cylinders interconnected in an
uninterrupted sequence, leaving free space all around.
Symbolizing different social groups through their sizes,
connections and limited accessibility, these circular
spaces encourage visitors to think about the similarities
and differences of the global phenomenon of urban
sprawl and its effects on people’s lives. As the visitors
enter the pavilion, they are welcomed at the entrance,
a calm space where they can take a moment to sit
and rest as well as gather useful information to orient
themselves inside the exhibition area. Soon enough
they are intrigued by the central installation of five
cylindrical spaces of different sizes, whose interior view
is not allowed, thereby encouraging them to enter and
explore.
Once inside the interconnected cylinder-shaped
modules visitors are told a story: each element is
dedicated to a component of the main theme, such
as vacancy, sprawl, isolation and inclusion. In each of
these spaces information is presented through maps,
soundscapes and projections of elegant images and
videos that show the exponential growth of some
cities as well as shootings of urban places and streets
produced with smartphones, bringing visitors closer to
understanding urban life in Saudi Arabia.
Within the pavilion it was also recreated a large
circular space, representing the typical living room of a
Saudi house where visitors can sit in a circle, talk and
exchange opinions. From this convivial space they finally
arrive in the Forum area, an open space that allows a
variety of social uses, encouraging reflection, interaction
and movement. In fact the seating itself, framed by
two wall projections showing the contrast between city
center and hinterland, is intended to permit visitors to
rearrange it and use it to create social groupings.
Even the choice of materials aims to translate Saudi
dual condition of economy and landscape while
highlighting petroleum as a component of sprawl,
through the use of resin (a petrochemical derivate) and
sand (a reference to the landscape) to make the walls
of the cylindrical structures. Thanks to this experience
the two architects’ purpose appears clear. On the one
hand, they intend to make the visitors come to a closer
understanding of what Saudi Arabia is, thus identifying
similarities between Saudi and their own individual
backgrounds. On the other, they also aim to emphasize
the dual nature of space as both inclusive and isolating:
«‘Freespace’ thus becomes at once built and unbuilt,
tangible and intangible, present and absent – a space
of dual situations that exist simultaneously. These
complexities manifest themselves in what we’ve called
‘Spaces in Between’, embodying sensorial, spatial and
temporal attributes of our daily lives».
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Damiana Treccozzi

Friday Sermon. Spirituality in Freespace
The National Pavilion of the Kingdom of Bahrain
Nora Akawi, Noura Al Sayeh

Courtesy of National Pavilion of the Kingdom of Bahrain

Work
Bahrain Pavilion at the Venice Architecture Biennale 2018
Client
Commissioner: Mai Al Khalifa, Bahrain Authority for Culture and Antiquities
Location
Venice, Italy
Project Year
2018
Architecture and Design
Curators: Nora Akawi, Noura Al Sayeh
Project Team
Exhibition design: Apparata Architects (Astrid Smitham, Nicholas Lobo Brennan, Oliver Choyce)
Sound Design: Giuseppe Ielasi
Graphic Design: Jonathan Hares, Amaury Hamon
Exhibitors: Lawrence Abu Hamdan, Khyam Allami, Batool Al Shaikh, Matilde Cassani,
Jawad Dukhgan, Sarah Faruki, Hasan Hujairi, Giuseppe Ielasi, Maryam Jomairi, Mezna Qato, Sadia Shirazi, Gizem Sivri,
Apparata (Nicholas Lobo Brennan, Astrid Smitham)
Image credits
Camille Zakharia, Courtesy of the Artist
Courtesy of National Pavilion of the Kingdom of Bahrain

At its fifth presence at the Venice Architecture
Biennale, the Kingdom of Bahrain participated with
a National Pavilion devoted to the Friday sermon,
which reinterprets Freespace starting from its most
intimate meaning: spirituality connected to a physical
location. Commissioned by her Excellency Sheikha
Mai Bint Mohammed Al Khalifa, Minister of Culture of
the Kingdom of Bahrain, the exhibition was curated
by Nora Akawi, an architect and researcher based
both in New York and Amman, and Noura Al Sayeh,
an architect working in Bahrain.
As Freespace is something that may «reveal
the presence or absence of architecture, if we
understand architecture to be “thinking applied to
the space where we live, that we inhabit”», then
Bahrain’s answer to the theme was that of exploring
its significance in an almost architecture-free space.
The large-scale steel structure framing an opal
glass membrane floating over the floor is only an
ephemeral boundary between the outer world and
the space within individuals’ spirituality. Once entered
into the exhibition, several speakers descending from
above play recordings of Friday sermons in Bahrain
which re-invoke one’s self spirituality. Thus, in the
eyes of the visitor, the space’s emptiness immediately
shifts from hollow to meaningful. At the same time,
as the surroundings panels are suspended above the
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floor, sound can flow outside the “religious” space,
affecting the public one, just like in Bahrani cities and
lives.
Therefore, the pavilion features the outcome of a
research on the relationship between the ritual of
the Friday sermon and public space, especially in a
state where religion and law are deeply intertwined.
The Friday khutbah, in fact, has a key role in Bahrani
people’s religious and daily life, as it involves a
collective listening which naturally affects urban
transformation for what common space is concerned.
Since sermons are delivered through loudspeakers
from mosques minarets – used at times also to “call
to prayer” – they may reach every person in the city,
influencing every daily gesture, and finally one’s way
of conceiving life, both collective and individual.
All of this is proposed in a small-scale in Bahrain’s
Pavilion. In particular, the exhibition steel structure
was designed by Apparata Studio, whereas the
sound installation with the recordings of the Friday
sermons was curated by Giuseppe Ielasi and
Khyam Alam. So while the architectural elements
define a central void, the aim of which is that of
permitting to experience the sound installation, on
the outside there are three other ones which suggest
different aspects connected to Friday sermons.
Artist Lawrence Abu Hamdan’s video installation,

Courtesy of National Pavilion of the Kingdom of Bahrain

© Camille Zakharia, Courtesy of the Artist

entitled The All Hearing, questions the effects of
“loudspeaker libertarianism” in Cairo, especially
investigating its direct consequences on people,
who sometimes suffer hearing damages, and on
the city afflicted by noise pollution, which descends
from this practice. Matilde Cassani’s installation,
instead, focuses on the minbar architecture, which
is, in fact, the name of the pulpit in the mosque
where the prayer leader, the imam, stands to deliver
sermons particularly analyzing its adaption to the
Italian context. Finally, Mezna Qato and Sadia Shirazi
exhibits the installation 3 Scores & the People’s
Mic Khutba, which consists of a book of scores
responding to Muslim social life under siege, thus
reimagining different formats for the Friday sermon.
Moreover, five essays integrated with images from
Bahrain, and from New York to Ammam by Camille
Zakharia, retrace from a scientific and historical
point of view, the origins and evolution of the Friday
sermon practice both in its religious meaning and in
its political purpose.
In the end, in the National Pavilion of Bahrain, the
meaning of a “free space” or public place is not just
lent by its physical elements, but rather derives from
the human perception that the designer wants to
evoke in the visitor. In this kind of process, where
immateriality overtakes and defines materiality,
all the senses have to be involved, from taste,
to sight, touch, smell and sound as well. In such
a way, Bahrain Pavilion’s challenge was that of
demonstrating how a void can suddenly acquire a
deep and inner meaning just by invoking the numb
spirituality present in each individual, regardless
of his specific religious faith of the visitor, but just
recalling it with few simple elements and an overall
solemnity. Moreover, the exhibition evanescent
architectural installation shows how boundaries
between religious space, where both inner and
collective spiritually resides, and public space is not
at all definite, but rather permeable, deeply affecting
collective life and urban transformations.
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Islam El Mashtooly
Mouaz Abouzaid
Cristiano Luchetti

Islam El Mashtooly, Mouaz Abouzaid, Cristiano Luchetti
Work
Egyptian Pavilion at the Venice Architecture Biennale 2018
Client
Commissioner: Egyptian Ministry of Culture
Location
Venice, Italy
Project Year
2018
Architecture and Design
Curators: Islam El Mashtooly, Mouaz Abouzaid, Cristiano Luchetti
Site Architects: Andrea Pennisi, A-Office Architetti
Engineering
Francesco Steffinlongo
Structure: Mohamed Elmashtooly
Size and total area
110 m2
Additional Functions
Main Contractor: Star House srl
Lighting designer: Sara Soliman
Image credits
Curators
Marina Caneve
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Rethinking free space
The National Pavilion of Egypt
Collaborators

Exhibitors

Karim Moussa
Giuseppe Moscatello

Azza Ezzat
Sketch of Khairallah mural, 2016

Anas Abouzaid
Ahmed Salah
Bassel Omarah
Engi El Gamal
Eslam Salem
Janneke Eggink
Jason Chia
Mark Philip
Mohamed El Mashtooly
Mostafa Salem
Muhammad Habsah
Nick Ames
Rama Husamddine
Saad Boujane
Sara Soliman
Tahseen Aboul Foutouh
Yehia El Mashtooly

Janneke Eggink | Jason Chia
#Hatch
CLUSTER
The streets of Cairo
| Learning from informality
ARCHITECTEM
Anatomy of informality
Aarathi Muralidharan
| Sarath Chandran
The 4th Space Sentinel
Bare Entertainment
Robabecciah movie

Cities were founded because societies are better than
the individuals that make them. A society needs places
to operate, manifest, recognize, and reproduce. The
city is the place of society, opportunity, exchange and,
therefore, of knowledge. In these few lines one could
explain the reasons of the secular phenomenon of the
massive urbanization that seems to have no limits or
to exhaust its scope. Through its expansion over time,
the city from limited conurbation has become a region,
then a whole territory. Since a long time, the historical
clear separation between Urbs and Orbs, between the
city and “everything else”, has been outmoded.
Nowadays, through the globalization and the
cancellation of physical distances due to the
digitization of the world, the city begins to become an
“urban-world”. This accumulation process of volumes,
functions, and lives has never been completely
issueless; undeniably, it has been very unfair and
painful. Since the age of industrialization in the 19th
century and the consequent rapid urbanization,
great visions, planning strategies and strict zoning
have slowly but inexorably demonstrated their
implementation limits. In the post-modern era, the city
seems to be more and more a metabolic organism.
In their process of continuous expansion and
transformation, cities are incapable of pursuing
sustainable development in favor of mere speculative
applications. The same members of the society that
created the city seem to be no longer participating in
its urban destinies, but only to take part as spectators.
On the one hand, the spectacular and glamorous
expansion of some Asian metropolises is governed
predominantly by neo-liberal logics and increasingly by
exclusivity. On the other hand, in many North African
and South American metropolises, a huge inclusive
process of populating suburban areas is taking place
in forms of contemporary mega-slums. This is the
spatial explication of the planetary conflict occurring
in metropolitan territories for the “right to urban space”,
paraphrasing David Harwey. He writes: «The right to
the city is far more than the individual liberty to access
urban resources: it is a right to change ourselves by
changing the city. It is, moreover, a common rather
than an individual right since this transformation
inevitably depends upon the exercise of a collective
power to reshape the processes of urbanization. The
freedom to make and remake our cities and ourselves
is, I want to argue, one of the most precious yet most
neglected of our human rights»1.
Therefore, it is in the urban space that the society
recognizes itself, meets/clashes, and creates
opportunities for “progress” by portraying and inducing
lifestyle models. In the global capitalist contemporary
world the notion of public urban place very often
collides with that of the space of commerce. In
fact if David Seamon’s definition of place as «any
environmental locus in and through which individual or
group actions, experiences, intentions, and meanings
are drawn together spatially»2 could be understood
as generally typological, observing more closely
contemporary global urban places we cannot avoid
to notice how they are extremely influenced in their
spatial features by functional paradigms. In other
words, the function is still (if not nowadays even
more) the catalyst and promoter of the urban place
even when it refers to more contemplative intangible
properties such as the symbolical, iconical, or
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mnemonical dimension.
We think that the challenge for a sustainable livability
of contemporary metropolises is first played through
the analysis and then through the design of the “free
space” as an “ultra-public” dimension. Free space is the
place of individual functions that, expressed collectively
become public. Free space is, thus, the summation of
multiple contributions, which, expressed in the space/
time dimension, represent a fundamental part of the
urban locus. In the contemporary city of a thousand
prohibitions and private spaces, strenuously defended
and impenetrable, “free space” is a rare and precious
resource and frequently coincides with unplanned
space. It is, in fact, potentially, the place of unexpected
and original creativity. It is the place of unpredicted
(good or bad) surprises. At the same time, however,
it cannot be a fully anarchic space, thus, lawless
or “with no governance”. Chaos left to itself is not a
carrier of quality. By borrowing metabolic concepts,
“free space” must be equipped with infrastructures
capable of governing its existence and addressing its
implementation and development. In this sense, the
definition and design of a “free space” would seem
contradictory because it would frustrate the celebration
of a space without constraints and directives, but it
is not so. The infrastructure – flexible, adaptive, and
changing – frees and enhances the potentiality of the
“free space”, thus allowing its maximum functional and
symbolic use.
In the research for possible applications of this
strategy, it is inevitable to look at spaces that are
heavily used, but usually lacking of qualitative
solutions: these are the spaces of commerce. They are
defining spatial/functional realities often predominant
in the contemporary urban geography and they
could be ideal experimental sites. They are affecting
communities far more than others are. These spaces
are the most lived and experienced ones since they
go beyond the mere need of commerce, to pursue
and satisfy the natural need for sociality. Furthermore,
they are of a different typological nature depending on
the demands of different social classes. Institutional,
controlled, delimited territories, often lacking an
identity or suffering of “placelessness”3 in contrast to
spontaneous and unregulated ones. The latter are in
much larger quantity than the former, especially in
cities that have seen recent demographic explosions.
The whole “world” is on sale in fixed or temporary
markets on the edge of the city’s most important
nodes. They live in symbiosis with roads and transport
infrastructures, exploiting massive daily commuting
of potential users or customers placing themselves in
abandoned, unresolved, or unfinished spaces.
Indeed, infrastructures always foster “habitats”
between themselves and the urban fabric. Their
being artificial (bridges, railways, viaducts) or natural
(rivers) is irrelevant. The city always produces a
kind of “no-sense” zones when it meets such urban
devices. Therefore, the “resulting areas” (defined as
“under” or “between” the infrastructure and the city)
become “places” lacking institutional interest and
resulting in unplanned space quality. Instead, the
social interest on these areas is very high. Thanks
to their often barycentric location these areas are
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highly strategic thus very attractive. Throughout time,
these spaces, frequently neglected, often become
bearers of spontaneous social functions never really
reaching minimum standards of livability. Furthermore,
the impact of certain factors such as density, viability
(or non-viability), maintenance, and pollution on the
use of these portions of the city is very negative and
greatly contributes to the contemporary perception of
the metropolis as a hostile place far from human scale
necessities.
Our idea for the Egyptian pavilion on “free space”
proposes the theme of redevelopment and strategies
of requalification of spontaneous commercial spaces
across the entire country. In many urban and suburban
areas, the phenomenon of “free”, unstructured, often
abusive and illegal trading reaches such high levels
that it is the predominant element for driving the use
of public space. The traditional souk confined to the
narrow streets and interstitial spaces of the historical
fabric has conquered new territories. The space of
commerce extends its tentacles seamlessly along
the lines of urban streams without any apparent rule.
In addition, this phenomenon is not temporary. It is
not sporadically limited to daylight hours or to a few
days a week. The commercial space is permanent
between buildings and roads, invading free lots,
girders, underpasses, etc. In some cases, few spaces
intended for public use and leisure must be fenced off
and paradoxically closed, in order to not be invaded
by the ever-expanding commercial activities. In other
cases, there are real “city-markets” with specific
“administrations” and self-governing tools extending to
the point of forming semi-autonomous districts within
the metropolitan territory.
Our research focused not only on some strategic
spatial spheres, but also on the content that specifically
activates them. The trading of “roba bicchia” is a
large portion of all market activities. Disused items,
produced and dismissed by consumerist societies,
are first collected, and then stacked in areas of such
dimensions to create mono-functional enclaves
for future trading purposes. The selection process
divides items in different categories: antiques, used
items that can be re-used, and those that have now
reached the end of their functional life. The space that
houses the trade of these objects is perhaps the true,
ante-litteram, junkspace. “Roba bicchia” represents
for us an important metaphor of the anthropological
urban condition of the contemporary world. It is an
ancient form of recycling. It involves, in different ways,
all the layers of the society. It is not only interesting
because of its social role; indeed, it is capable of
gaining geographic value by determining the spatial
fruition of substantial areas of urban territory. In
addition, it influences travelling through the city and
the development of residential areas, it conquers and
reintroduces functions in abandoned areas, and it
builds economies on the wastes of society.
Thinking of designing the space of the “urban market”
means rethinking the role of “free space” within the
dense morphological and social fabric of the city. It is a
proposal that aims at the upgrade and “governance” of
large urban areas allowing a “free use” that contributes
to a better living of contemporary metropolises.
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The space that remains, telling the un-built territory
The National Pavilion of Lebanon
Hala Younes

© Hala Younes

Work
Lebanon Pavilion at the Venice Architecture Biennale 2018
Client
Commissioner: Ministry of Culture
Location
Venice, Italy
Project Year
2018
Architecture and Design
Curator: Hala Younes
Project Team
Coordinator: Claudine Abdul Massih
Cartography: Directorate of Geographic Affairs (Lebanese Army), Pierre Charles Gérard, Nada Saliba
Co-curator of photography: Alain Leloup
Photography contributors: Grégory Buchakjian, Catherine Cattaruzza, Gilbert Hage, Houda Kassatly, Talal Khoury, Ieva
Saudargaite
Production of the exhibition: Vanessa Dammous (scenography), Ahmad Khouja (model), Studio Roberto Fazio (mapping)
Graphic design: Jana Traboulsi
Image credits
Catherine Cattaruzza
Francesco Galli
Ieva Saudargaitė Douaihi
Venice Documentation Project
Hala Younes

“The space that remains, telling the un-built territory” is the
theme chosen for the Venice Biennale on the occasion
of the first participation of Lebanon in the architectural
exhibition at the Arsenale.
The exhibition project, conceived and developed by
the curator Hala Younes, who teaches Architecture and
Landscape at the Lebanese American University (LAU),
offers a reflection on the meaning of the Lebanese
landscape.
Lebanon is a small country with a predominantly
mountainous and densely populated territory, tormented
by internal conflicts and the consequences of wars fought
outside its borders. It is surrounded by countries at war
and hosts a number of refugees that reaches almost 40%
of the Lebanese population – the highest percentage in
the world – a phenomenon that contributes to drain the
already scarce resources for domestic welfare. Since the
end of the war in the 90s its economy, particularly unstable
today, has been based on an equilibrium imposed by the
central bank, built on a constant increase of prices and on
an equally constant increase of real estate investments.
For this reason, the construction trend appears
unstoppable, with no urban boundaries strong enough to
constrain it, and not enough territorial regulations to limit it.
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Its territory, seen as impregnable, has historically been
the ideal place for all types of smuggling and illegal
trafficking but also, perhaps precisely because of these
characteristics, a large part has escaped construction
because it is too bumpy, steep and unreachable. “Lost”
lands, isolated within the built-up areas or forgotten at the
bottom of a ravine; small nuclei of resistance in which the
logic of inertia has increased resilience and where nature
has largely re-claimed the soil, emulating a process that
closely resembles that through which nature, shot by
Gabriele Basilico a few years after the end of the Israeli
Palestine conflict, had taken over the center of Beirut.
The installation recalls all these “lands” spared by the
devastation of construction, highlighting the criteria on
which planning can be based to create a reversal trend, to
curb the impoverishment of the built environment, which in
the construction race is reducing itself to an incoherent set
of un-built territories, open spaces that represent nothing
more than the «space in-between things: what remains»,
as Hala writes.
Looking at the map in which they appear as white
filaments, the un-built fragments look like an incoherent
latex, but thinking to them as a to a “constellation of
possibilities” makes them visible under another light: they
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appear promising and make us glimpse new development
possibilities. The spontaneous re-colonization of the soil
by the forests is already creating new landscapes, which
gradually melt together, bringing out the plots of new
ecosystems. Projected in a future where planning, able
to address the challenge, patiently weaves the plot, the
voids become the backbone of the cities of tomorrow:
integrated environmental systems in which nature and
buildings contribute to offer more favorable conditions for
the habitability.
In the exhibition the maps projected on a threedimensional model draw on a cartographic inventory that
goes from 1956 to 2015 and affects the region crossed
by the Beirut River. The oldest one bears traces of the
great famine that devastated the region at the end of the
World War I; the most recent, updated by the Directorate
of Geographic Affairs with a very detailed survey, begins
to classify all places in a sort of inventory. Some witness
the transformations undergone by that territory, under
the pressure of construction that pushed the buildings
to occupy the valleys and cross the riverbank, with a
pressure that increases where the urban centers are
situated.
The discourse does not stop in front of the logic
of inevitability that determines this aggression of
constructions that advance, but instead focuses on
territorial continuity as an instrument to overcome the
administrative limits of the different municipalities and to
identify elements that allow, through planning, to reverse
the logic of isolation and to build new systems.
This approach perfectly responds to the FREESPACE
theme addressed by Yvonne Farrell and Shelley
McNamara, curators of the Biennale, who had challenged
all participants countries to re-interpret it in individual ways,
with the hope to evoke, even where it is missing, “the gift”
of architectural invention to unlock new meanings.
Re-starting from the landscape and choosing as a
metaphor the precious and regenerating river’s water and
its rocky bed, under which for some stretches it continues
to flow unseen to suddenly reappear elsewhere, offers
us a key to understanding how nature should be at the
origin of an environmental revolution and the territory
become the instrument of re-appropriation of national
identity. For almost twenty kilometers the Nahr Beirut, or
Beirut River, flows from the slopes of Mount Kneisseh
and the southern end of Mount Lebanon to the east of
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Beirut harbor. The valleys that it crosses in its first stretch
are uncontaminated, so as to give shelter, during the
migration, to more than 30 species of birds. Then gradually
buildings invade its riverbed and its waters are polluted
by waste of industries of various kinds, making it muddy
and unrecognizable. The river, however, maintains its
identity as a system of territorial continuity that transcends
administrative limits and constitutes a good common
ground on which to set up planning actions. «Each of the
six maps exposed poses a question, raises problems
and reveals possible future alternatives. There are three
diachronic evaluations in which two milestones have
been chosen: an identification of what remains and a
reflection on the built environment through an inventory
of the lands not yet built. Our territory, described since
ancient times as the idyllic place, is our last monument,
and this is what we decided to bring with us to Venice,
the city of cultural heritage. The area of interest is a highly
endangered and intensely guarded terrain, which acts as
a watershed of the Beirut River». This tormented territory,
over the years has been “plundered” by the speculation
of construction in the parts closest to the built-up areas
and abandoned to itself in all those inconsistent lots not
having a positional or proximity value. They remained
excluded from construction, their value did not rise
and appear today as lost fragments. In these interstitial
territories fragments of forest alternate with the brambles
and spontaneous vegetation that, over time, has reappropriated it. The pavilion also presents the work of six
photographers who live and work in Lebanon and who,
through a selection of images, describe what is “unsaid”
in the urban discourse, expressing a critical point about
the relationship that the Lebanese have with nature in
the Nahr Beirut valley: Gregory Buchakjian describes the
territory as a collection of traces and fragments; Catherine
Cattaruzza explores abandoned agricultural landscapes
and documents the architecture of their land; Gilbert Hage
offers a suspended and monumental view of the vertical
territory with its geomorphological characteristics, Houda
Kassatly presents an inventory of vernacular gardens
and settings around domestic spaces; Ieva Saudargaité
Douaihi proposes a systematic survey of recreational
places and their problematic relationship with nature and
landscape; and finally, Talal Khoury follows the journey
of the river from its sources to the estuary, and traces all
the narratives that it transmits. In the pavilion there is no
mention of history but the history of Lebanon is imprinted
in the description of its territory. Even the mountains
are dotted with milestones that recall the painful stories
experienced in these places during the years of the civil
war. Instead there are stories, such as the one narrated
in the installation on display at the European Cultural
Center at Palazzo Mora, curated by Divina Abou Jaoude,
Lebanese architect and archaeological conservator. It
is the story of two young soldiers who got lost during a
snowstorm that prevented them from finding their way
back to their shelters. When the night found them with
no protection or food, the two young freedom fighters
tightened to look for some heat to overcome the night,
and this is how they were found: frozen in a hug. The
installation symbolically shows the embrace as a bridge
to peace, metaphorically expressed as a forest, a stripe of
nature within the background of those many villages that
are found in these mountains.
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Inside the subcontinent’s folds
The National Pavilion of Pakistan
Sami Chohan Coalesce Design Studio
Work
Pakistan Pavilion at the Venice Architecture Biennale 2018
Client
Commissioner: Asad I. Khan, Chairman of the Pakistan Council of Architects and Town Planners (PCATP)
Location
Venice, Italy
Project Year
2018
Architecture and Design
Curator: Sami Chohan
Architects: Coalesce Design Studio
Project Team
Design Team: Salman Jawed, Mustafa Mehdi, Bilal Kapadia, Durreshahwar Alvi, Zeba Asad
Engineering
Mushtaq Siddiqui
Size and total area
25 m2
Additional Functions
Promoter: GAA Foundation
Organizers: Antidote Art & Design and Coalesce Design Studio
Image credits
Andrea Avezzù
Coalesce Design studio

The pavilion’s design takes its inspiration from the
physical and social dimensions of open spaces
embedded within the densely-populated informal
settlements that characterize the urban fabric of Karachi,
Pakistan’s largest and most populated city.
Pakistan takes to the world stage revealing its first-ever
National Pavilion for the 16th International Architecture
Exhibition, Venice Biennale, under the exhibition title “The
Fold”.
Located in the Asian continent, Pakistan occupies a vital
geopolitical location at the intersection of South Asia,
Middle East, and Central Asia. It includes a 650-mile long
coastline along the Arabian Sea and the Gulf of Oman in
the South, while sharing borders with Afghanistan, India,
Iran and China. It is also the sixth-most populous country
in the world with an ethnically and linguistically diverse
population of 197 million people and an equally diverse
geography.
The National Pavilion of Pakistan team
Presenting Pakistan’s architectural design prowess to the
international community are Coalesce Design Studio,
a Karachi-based multidisciplinary design practice, and
Antidote Art & Design, a Dubai-based platform that
serves the careers of emerging and mid-career visual

artists and designers, with the generous support of GAA
Foundation, a Dutch non-profit organization that aims
to heighten awareness about the more philosophical
themes in contemporary art, architecture, and culture.
«It is a huge honor for Antidote to be part of this
prestigious event. Although Antidote is a UAE-based
entity, coming from Pakistan myself, this project is very
close to my heart», said Najeh Zimmermann, co-founder
of Antidote Art & Design. «For Pakistan to be placed on
the most renowned and the most global of architecture
platforms, Venice Biennale, is a huge milestone for the
nation and will resound so positively within its design
and architecture community».
Uniting to form the design and curatorial team of the
national exhibition project is a team of six individuals:
Architects Salman Jawed, Mustafa Mehdi and Bilal
Kapadia of Coalesce Design Studio, Assistant Professor
Durreshahwar Alvi of Indus Valley School of Art and
Architecture (IVS) and fourth-year architecture student,
Zeba Asad, together with Head of the Department
of Architecture at IVS, Assistant Professor Sami
Chohan, appointed Curator by Architect Asad I. Khan,
Chairperson of the Pakistan Council of Architects and
Town Planners and Commissioner of Pakistan’s national
participation.
© Andrea Avezzù
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The Narrative behind the National Pavilion of Pakistan
The curatorial and design team explored this year’s theme of Venice
Biennale, FREESPACE, within the context of Karachi, Pakistan’s largest
and most populated city. Standing tall as the country’s premier industrial
and financial center, Karachi continues to draw people from all over
Pakistan in search of employment opportunities and improved livelihoods.
Moreover, the city is also home to a large number of immigrants from nearby countries facing regional conflicts and economic deprivation. This influx
has seen Karachi grow from a city of about one million inhabitants in 1950
into an ethnically and linguistically diverse metropolis of over 20 million
people today.
It has also seen the city expand rapidly and almost irrepressibly into
an urban fabric revealing both regulated and unregulated development
patterns, with over 60 per cent of its population residing within informal
settlements. Resulting from a widening gap between demand and supply
of housing, many of these settlements have now largely densified,
surfacing a number of issues in the process, one of which is the severe
contraction and disappearance of open spaces for communal sociability.
In fact, the only open spaces that remain are the narrow corridors trapped
between layers and layers of buildings, receiving only fractured light, and
occasionally opening into slightly wider pockets of space. However, in spite
of their confined physical conditions, these sparsely open spaces remain
full of life and vitality, not only functioning as thoroughfares, but serving
as vibrant arenas for interaction, dissemination of information, exchange
of ideas, and even play. In ways that appear almost inconceivable, these
spaces make enough room for everyone, displaying an incredible sense of
community. In absence of customary parks and playgrounds, they remain
free for all, considerately shared by those residing around and along them.
Inside the Fold
The Pavilion of Pakistan, titled “The Fold”, explores these ideas of limitation
and interdependence, inviting visitors to comprehend FREESPACE
as a consequence of unity, mutuality and harmony amidst a restrictive
physicality. This makes it simultaneously a global as well as a local
phenomenon.
Curator of the Pakistan Pavilion, Sami Chohan says: «The Fold will be the
first-ever Pavilion of Pakistan at the prestigious International Architecture
Exhibition of Venice Biennale. It takes inspiration from the tangible and
intangible qualities of open spaces embedded within the numerous
informal settlements of Karachi, Pakistan’s largest and most populated city.
Despite confined physical conditions, these spaces remain full of life and
vitality, making enough room for everyone through an overwhelming sense
of community that builds and thrives on consensus. Layered with ideas
of limitation and interdependence, our proposal echoes these qualities,
inviting visitors to comprehend FREESPACE as a consequence of unity,
mutuality and harmony».
Located in the Levante section of the Gardens of Marinaressa, the
Pavilion is composed of a layer of unevenly spaced verticals, consuming
a small portion of the garden. Upon closer proximity and inspection,
the layer reveals itself as a singular folding system, with the intention
to confine, while partially revealing what it encloses. Conceptually, it is
an abstraction of the verticality, multiplicity, and systematic irregularity
characteristic of the physical limitations of informal settlements. The subtle
tapering of the profile suggests the tendency of these settlements to rise
in synchronization. A gap where the two ends overlap forms a constricted
opening leading inside. Once inside, a set of axes animate the space,
relying on consensus for activation. Coinciding with the National Pavilion
of Pakistan, Coalesce Design Studio, in partnership with Antidote Art
& Design, also exhibits its work under VENICE DESIGN, the largest
international design exhibition running alongside Venice Biennale.
Organized by the GAA Foundation – supporters of Pakistan’s entry into
the Biennale – the third edition of VENICE DESIGN will be held at the
European Cultural Centre and will show designs by 50 international
creators from 30 different countries and various cultural backgrounds.
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KE for Grand Hotel Baglioni
in Florence
Kolibrie shades the terrace
of B-Roof restaurant
The Grand Hotel Baglioni is housed in a nineteenth-century building that belongs to the
history of Florence. Opened officially on August 12th, 1903, it has hosted kings, heads of
state and intellectuals, becoming a reference point in the Florentine cultural life.
Recently, the restaurant area has been renovated and B-Roof was born, a modern setting
on the fifth floor of the historic hotel: it offers a unique, special view on Florence’s skyline.
On B-Roof’s terrace, an outdoor restaurant area was created, for guests who want to
enjoy the panorama sipping a cocktail or having dinner.

With the aim of obtaining both the right atmosphere and wide shady areas at the same
time, the designer chose to insert two Kolibrie shading structures; they are equipped with
a refined shade of bordeaux Dacron fabric. This sail is a true design object: its essential
lines and sailing finishes immediately met the customer’s taste.
The two shading structures have been placed on the central part of the terrace, adding a
touch of style to the luxuriant roof garden, all built in the typical Florentine style.
Project name
B-Roof Grand Hotel Baglioni
Location
Florence
KE Dealer
TecnoTenda s.n.c. di Calzavara A. & C. Poggibonsi, Siena, Italy
Project
Arch. Patrizia Monaco
Client
Brunelleschi Hotelerie S.r.l.
Covered area
320 x 640 cm
Installed products
2 SAILS Kolibrie shading structures, dimensions 320 x 320 cm
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Technical features: KOLIBRIE: sail shading structure
Available dimensions: 380x380 cm - 320x320 cm
High-gloss electro-polished SAE 304 stainless steel structure
Anodized aluminium roller support
Sailcloth Dacron fabric, colours available: white, desert sand, bordeaux
Ball bearings base, for 360° turns
Dyneema ropes
Manual or motorised movement
Motorised emergency override mechanism
Motorised wind sensor
SAE 316 stainless steel electrical cables
Galvanized steel base – ballast can be added – and high-gloss electro-polished SAE 304 stainless steel base cover
High resistance to weathering and salt
Product design: Arch. Fabio Lardera

KE Protezioni Solari S.r.l.
Via Calnova n.160/A
Noventa di Piave (VE) Italy
phone +39 (0)421 307000
www.keoutdoordesign.com
info@keitaly.it
KE Dubai Branch
www.keoutdoordesign.com
For more info:
Jonata Monceri
Export Area Manager:
+971 502 729 141
dubai@keoutdoordesign.com
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Fusiontables by Elba Decor
To play pool at home
In these modern times space is becoming an expensive
commodity and a real interior design challenge. Middle East
towers are on that point the ideal place to showcase and
highlight this trend.
Having a pool table at home means often a sort of luxury
dream not affordable for the most of us. Fusiontables’s
design collection could probably invite pure pool players and
contemporary design fans to be reconcilied to play pool at
home again.
We at Saluc, are producing the most used competition billiard
balls for several decades under the trade mark ARAMITH
major tournament supplier all over the world.
We launched 8 years ago a very modern pool table able to
move up and down to reach the correct pool or dining table
conventional levels. Our design team managed to hide totally
a real slate pool table of more than 300kg into a 11cm deep
minimalistic dining table frame in various metal colors, wood
sorts and « cherry on the cake » the table is equiped by Iwan
Simonis high quality cloth available in more than 25 colors.
The powder coated steel legs and frame are sleek enough
to cover up its traditional pool tracks, the extending nylon
pockets are just invisible as long as you don’t play and the
art-of-state veneered wood cover gives you a nice elegance
feeling.
After the most eye-catching and exclusive model named
«Veuve Clicquot limited edition», a Yellow black tagged
model designed to celebrate the famous Veuve Clicquot
champagne brand as a iconic symbol of the meeting between
two passionate pionneers, Fusiontables is featuring this year
a new brand model with ceramic surfaces under the name
«Rock Reverso» However you don’t like the yellow high
gloss cover or Stone cover, you could enjoy mat black, white
lacquered or even oak, walnut natural, smooth and sober
finishings.
In USA, Europe and Emirates Fusiontables go further in
development with a full new range of wood legs tables and a
new Vintage industrial styled model featuring reclaimed oak
planks.
With its collection Fusiontables will definitely satisfy your
taste for amazing minimalistic contemporary interiors made of
highgloss white pieces or loft industrial tones or even natural
zen chalet touch and your urge to live precious moments with
your friends or family.
So turn off your TV or computer to turn back to pure and
relaxing sensations.
Saluc Sa based in Belgium are part of Iwan Simonis group
world leader in manufacturing of competition pool clothes.
Fusiontables is distributed in Emirates by Elba Decor
company.
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ELBA DECOR dealer for FUSIONTABLES
phone +971 (0) 26441946
mobile +971 (0) 524655300
www.fusiontables.com

16 – 18 SEPTEMBER 2018
DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE

Leisure
Redefined.

Discover the latest products and trends across
the resorts, fitness centres, gyms,
spas and hotels at the region’s premier exhibition
for the leisure, sports and resorts industry.

REGISTER TO ATTEND FOR FREE
www.theleisureshow.com

JOIN YOUR PEERS

16 - 18 September 2018
Dubai World Trade Centre

Redefining Hospitality
Together.

The Hotel Show Dubai, the most prestigious hospitality event in the
Middle East is returning for its nineteenth edition this September for
the most important date in the calendar, where the entire industry
meets to do business.
If you are an Owner, General Manager, Head of Procurement,
Executive Housekeeper, F&B Manager, Chef, Designer or Architect,
The Hotel Show Dubai is where you will discover everything needed
to build, develop and maintain a hotel or restaurant in one of the
world’s most active markets for hospitality development.
By joining over 30,000 visitors between 16-18 September 2018, you
will explore the latest trends and unearth the very latest products
across Interiors, Lighting & Design, Technology & Security, Operating
Equipment, Bathroom & Sanitary Ware and HORECA. With more
than 600 international and regional brands to choose from the
possibilities are endless.
Furthermore, back by popular demand is The Middle East
Hospitality Leadership Forum, which will bring together more than
50 industry leaders to discuss latest developments, and The Middle
East Housekeepers League of Champions, the only challenge of its
kind for the housekeeping division in the world.

REGISTER TODAY FOR FREE ENTRY
www.thehotelshow.com/register

JOIN YOUR PEERS
[experiences] III

Co-located with:

The Middle East’s
Dedicated Interiors
Components and
Fittings Exhibition

EAST MEETS WEST

A journey from Europe to Asia.

SEPT

2018

DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE
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Join us on the ‘Silk Road’ at INDEX this September, where European
design will mix and blend with a Middle Eastern and Asian Aesthetic.
Whether you are sourcing premium brands from Europe, or original
designs and value driven products from Asia, INDEX will have elements
of each. Find a wide range of interiors on display from carpets & rugs,
furniture & décor to accessories & textiles, for all your commercial,
hospitality, residential and retail needs.

REGISTER FOR FREE ENTRY:

www.indexexhibition.com/register

